
CREATURE FEATURE FAST FACTS
Sand Tiger 

Sand Tigers which are easily identified  

by their great display of pointy teeth, swallow  

their food whole. They commonly feed on fish, 

eels, rays, squid and crustaceans. Sand Tigers  

are also known as the Ragged Tooth or Gray  

Nurse Shark. They are light brown in color with  

a bronze colored back and a white belly.  

Sand Tigers are native to most warm seas.  

They are one of the only known sharks that  

are able to adjust their buoyancy by gulping air  

and holding it in their stomachs. Sand Tigers  

are listed as vulnerable on the IUCN Red List.  

They have a low reproduction rate, as result  

population growth and recovery from  

over-fishing are slow. 

• Sharks are vital to the health of the ocean. 

•  Sharks are considered apex or top-level predators.  

They help to keep the populations of fish in check and 

weed out dying and sick animals.

•  The side fins on the shark are known as the pectoral fins. 

Similar to airplane wings, these fins help to provide lift.

•  The largest internal organ in a shark is the liver. A shark’s 

liver is full of oil. Since oil is less dense than water, the oily 

liver helps to keep the shark off of the seafloor.

•  Most sharks have to constantly move to breathe.  

They keep their mouth open to allow water to pass 

through and over the gills. Sharks have between  

5-7 gills slits.

•  Combining all of their unique adaptations: cartilage  

skeleton, caudal fin (tail fin) shape, fusiform shape, placoid 

scales, and extra senses allows sharks to become highly 

advanced predators.

SHARKS



SHARKS
VOCABULARY

Ampullae of Lorrenzini: Special sensing organs 
that detect electromagnetic pulses like a heartbeat.

Countershading: A form of camouflage. Lightened  
color on the top and darker on the bottom.

Fusiform: Torpedo shaped body. The streamlined 
shaped body of the sharks. 

Gills: Absorb oxygen from the water allowing
them to breathe.

Lateral Line:  Senses vibrations in the water.

Placoid Scales:  Also known as Dermal Denticles  
or “Skin Teeth” – Tiny tooth like scales that line the 
exterior of the shark, aiding in hydrodynamics. 

Cartilage: A tough, flexible connective tissue that 
makes up the skeleton of a shark. It is also found 
in our nose and ears.

SHARK SCRAMBLE

Unscramble the words below to find 

of Sharks found at Ripley’s Aquarium.

REGTISDAN

BTPIKCLA

NRSEU 

REBZA

WSLLE

NNOHTBAED

RBDANSA


